Blue Aerospace is pleased to offer the full range of P-3 oxygen systems and related components manufactured by Cobham Life Support, the world’s leading manufacturer of military and commercial aviation oxygen systems.

Some components are also common to C-130, V-22, and E-2 aircraft systems.
Major P3 Oxygen System Components:

Cobham’s high pressure Oxygen Regulator is an integral component in military aircraft oxygen life support systems. The regulator takes oxygen from a high pressure gaseous source and reduces the pressure to a suitable range for operation with a panel mounted regulator.

Qualified for use, the high pressure oxygen regulator is used as OEM equipment on the P-3 Orion Maritime Surveillance Aircraft.

Cobham’s Filler Valve Manifold is an integral component in military aircraft oxygen life support systems. The filler valve interfaces with the oxygen system to allow controlled recharging of the oxygen storage vessels.

Qualified for use, the filler valve manifold is used as OEM equipment on the P-3 Orion Maritime Surveillance Aircraft.

Cobham’s Oxygen Manifold and Check Valve Assembly is an integral component in military aircraft oxygen life support systems.

The manifold and check valve assembly directs oxygen flow to the storage vessels during filling and to a downstream system pressure regulator during operation.

Blue Aerospace is the Single Point of Contact for All Your Spare Parts and Repair Management Needs